
Installation Recommendation Guidelines:

Prepare Mounting Area and Weather Shield -
The area the intercom is to be mounted on should be prepared by creating a good flat mounting surface. This pre-
vents twisting of the mounting plate and gives a good seal between the surface and the plate. On the mounting sur-
face around each screw hole and cable ingress point place a thread of silicon sealant. Mount the weather shield and
plate on together using the mounting plate as a template to arrange the screw holes. If using our 316 marine grade
stainless steel weather shield you will require a suitable 4mm drill bit to penetrate it. The cable holes are already
done for you.

Do Not -
 Do not drill further cable holes other than those already done for you. These have been set at the correct

height for the ITS Series intercoms
 Do not install the intercom in exposed locations without an appropriate weather shield
 Do not seal the bottom of the unit from water egress as this is used for any condensation drainage

SW Contacts or REX input for Request to Exit -
This is only suitable for a clean contact input from a short distance and hence if any cables are longer than say 1 or 2
metres it is recommended that a 12Vdc slave relay be used to isolate the SW electronic input from any field distur-
bances that could trigger the input hence opening the door or gate.

Common problems are incorrect wiring, power supply, water and insect damage

Lightning / Power Spikes –
This causes problems with any electronics especially those with underground or overhead outdoor wiring. Some
electronics appear to be more susceptible than others and the weakest point always goes. If wasn’t our unit it would
be some other unit. .

Power Supply – Surges, Brown outs, Spikes etc. (can be indirectly caused by lightning as well as other power issues
particularly those out in remote areas. City areas have less of a problem here.
Solution – AVR Automatic Voltage Regulator. These can help prevent around 95% of the power issues.
Any incoming power between 170Vac and around 270Vac is automatically held at 230Vac
Any voltage outside of these the unit cuts out completely and auto-restores when power comes back again.
Any spikes etc. is immediately suppressed
Hence it offers very good protection from most occurrences.

Part Code MH-TCA1200APCM AVR

Water -
We would strongly suggest that you use one of our weather shields or get one manufactured to meet your
needs. Water damage can also be caused by condensation in humid areas, hence the unit must be allowed to breath
to the open air. Our units have been specifically design to give best possible protection in most situations.

Insects –
 Insects can damage electronic boards extensively so we recommend the following as a preventive measure

against this situation.
 Place a long term ant poison paste in the wall or bollard cavity behind the unit
 Seal the cable entry point on the wall or bollard with a spray in filler or some sort of removable sealant.
 Spray the wall with long term insect spray prior to mounting the back plate and weather shield.
Once per annum recommend that the end user spray around the unit with long term insect spray (avoid getting it

on speaker, microphone and keypad areas by temporarily covering unit with a cloth or similar).
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Installation Recommendation Guidelines continued:

Power Supply -
The ITS-Tel series intercoms have been designed to work on 12Vac or 12 to 15Vdc power supply. We generally sup-
ply our units with a 15Vdc plug pack which allows for voltage drop down the cable and also on the Pandoor Control-
ler allows it to charge a 12Vdc optional battery if added to the system. The 15Vdc power supply has been approved
by the manufacturer.
Do Not -
 Do use any voltage source that is outside of these parameters unless specifically advised
 Do not use Scotchlok type connectors on power feeds to extend cabling.
 Do not use the plug pack supplied to drive Maglocks or other door release hardware as current rating supplied

is insufficient to do so.

Relay Outputs -
When driving external devices such as Maglocks etc. use a suitable separate power supply for that product and use
the NO. NC and CMN contacts to operate them depending whether voltage is required to release or hold the lock
mechanism.

The DLR Contacts switch the same voltage that is supplied to the intercom and hence is only used for switching low
current devices or slave relays.

Power Supply Options -
 Use a 24Vdc to 12Vdc converter if picking up voltage from existing 24Vdc battery backup supplies or other

security switch mode power supplies.
 Pick up local 240Vac supply at the gate and plug the plug pack in there.
 Supply a security type power supply system with backup battery.

Electric Fences and other disturbances -
The intercom has been designed to work on telephone, communications or security type cabling. When installing
cabling the installer should avoid areas such as electric fence wiring, burying to close to existing 240Vac power ca-
bles as these will interfere with the operation of the intercom.

Telephone Line Polarity -
This seldom causes an issue but has on a very few instances. Should you appear to be having an issue try revers-
ing the line polarity.

Power Protection -
We recommend the use of a suitable power protection device such as an AVR Automatic Voltage Regulator. These
can help prevent around 95% of the power issues especially in rural areas where power can fluctuate significantly.

If power is believed to be an issue discuss the situation with us first to ensure correct use.

Waiver -
These recommendations are solely a guideline and is given to help prevent known issues found in the field from cre-
ating problems. As these are only guidelines we cannot be held accountable for any issues that are anything other
than that which is caused during the manufacturing of the product and are covered by a manufacturers warranty. All
repairs or replacement required are a return to base for consideration prior. Under a warranty claim we are only li-
able for the repair or replacement parts to make the product good again.


